
 

 

TGDT Board Meeting 

Date: 13th November 2019 

Glenlivet Hall, Glenlivet (5-7pm) 

 

Draft Minutes 

 

Present: Doug Nisbet (DN, TGDT Director & Chair), David Toovey (DT, TGDT Director & Treasurer), Jenny Herschell 

(JH, TGDT Director), Andy Wallace (AW, TGDT Director), Liz Henderson (CNPA). 

 

In attendance: Oli Giles (OG, TGDT), Julianne Irvine (JI, TGDT). 

 

Apologies: Alastair Sharp (AS, TGDT Director), John Polak (JP, TGDT Director), Tilly Smith (TS, TGDT Director), 

Rebecca Irons (TGDT) Fiona Robb (HIE) 

 

 

 

It was noted that the meeting was not quite a quorum at 5.15pm, but all in attendance were happy to proceed with 

the meeting. DT arrived at 5.30pm making the meeting a quorum. DN was happy to chair tonight’s meeting, but 

would like to add Tilly Smith as Vice Chair. Although TS is not keen to take on Chair duties yet, but happy with being 

vice chair. DN proposed and JH seconded. All voted in David Toovey as Director. It was suggested that Alistair Sharp 

would be appointed secretary, subject to approval from AS. DN noted that we need to find more directors so that we 

have a quorum for the meetings. He has approached a few people regarding this but have had no offers. 

 

 

Actions carried over from 09/10/19 (updates in italics) 

 

 

 

Minutes 

Election of 

Officers 

DN was nominated by AW to continue as TGDT Chair and seconded by 

JH, Tilly Smith was nominated as Vice Chair by DN and seconded by 

JH, David Toovey was nominated as Treasurer by AW and seconded by 

DN, Alastair Sharp was nominated as Company Secretary by JH and 

seconded by DT 

 

Minutes of Previous TGDT Board minutes approved.  



 

previous 

meeting 

Proposed by Jenny Herschell 

Seconded by Andy Wallace 

 

 

Matters arising 

from previous 

actions 

Fireworks: Another successful and well attended event, OG to seek 

full reimbursement of fireworks licence fee. 

 

Insurance / Archive: carry this detail onto the next meeting. 

 

Glenlivet Hall: letter received from Hugh Munro regarding the 

management of the Hall. Very grateful and much appreciated with all 

the help and support from TGDT. They are struggling to find new 

members. They would like more improved co-ordination with the 

trust. OG will attend meetings if possible and may help with 

management working with the Hall committee more closely. 

     Hugh noted that they need to recruit committee members and 

they also need to generate more business for the hall. JH noted that 

Glenlivet Hall already has more events than Tomintoul. DN also noted 

that they have tried to hold events at Tomintoul, but the attendance 

has been poor. AW said that we support all projects and events held 

in Tomintoul and Glenlivet. 

     It was asked if there were any views on how to proceed with 

getting more business to the Glenlivet hall and move forward? 

     The hall needs to be utilised better. Being actively involved with 

Dornell as a advisory capacity. The strategic issue of Dornell, can’t 

commit to the next few meetings. This might change after the hall 

AGM on 3rd December. All agreed to leave it to the AGM, but OG will 

attend, and discuss this at a later date. 

OG to seek full 

reimbursement of 

event licence fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OG to attend hall 

committee AGM and 

report back to the 

next board meeting 

Conflict of 

interest and 

governance 

OG has submitted the revised Articles to Companies House and they 

will be available to view on Companies House shortly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Finance report The finance reports for THL and TGDT and the bank statements for the 

bank accounts were circulated to the board in advance of the 

meeting.  OG provided an overview of the finances for TGDT and 

Tomintoul Hostel Ltd.  

It was agreed to pay the two invoices submitted by the accountant for 

the preparation of the annual accounts. 

 

The business plan for the affordable housing project was circulated. 

DN noted that we need management accounts showing P & L. Hostel 
and DC could be combined together on one account to help balance 
costs out.  

It was also noted that Skerryvore in 2018 took in a lot more money to 
the trust, being a much bigger event than Tweed in 2019. 

DC is currently not sustainable yet on its own and requires the Hostel 
income to help subsidise it for now.  

Hostel: numbers / bed nights unknown for the whole 2019 die to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OG to look at 

presenting P & L 

accounts at future 

board meetings 

 

 

 

 



 

Hostel Manager not recording. This needs to be managed much better 
and a system is in place for recording numbers in future. A Tomintoul 
Hostel Board meeting is scheduled for early December. DT to attend 
meeting, it was noted that there was some resistance to recording 
numbers from the hostel staff.  

DN said that the hostel is in it’s 3rd year and is more sustainable 

 

OG to set up THL 

board meeting in 

early December 

Development 

Projects 
Campsite 
Questions were raised at the AGM about the campsite but so far there 
is little progress to report. It has been suggested that TGDT could take 
the site on a long lease basis or to approach the crown to sell the site 
for less than market value. 
     Some members were concerned about the displacement of 
economic activity within the village. More info needs to be shared to 
members etc. We should look at the integrated management of the 
forest and the campsite.  
     Application will be re-submitted to the Scottish Land Fund once the 
valuation and displacement issues have been resolved., although we 
are hesitant and are still awaiting a response on re-evaluation. OG 
mentioned that our stakeholders are keen for TGDT to do this and 
that it’s a great opportunity. All agreed the trust has lots on its agenda 
for now and does not require monthly meetings with Crown Estate 
Scotland. We might be able to re establish the meetings with CES, 
Moray Council and CNPA but’s it’s complicated and do we have the 
resources to do this! 

It was mentioned that there was sufficient demand for sites at both 
Tomintoul and Glenlivet. 

 

Bike Glenlivet 
Nethy House are in advanced talks with the CES to take on the lease in 
March 2020. This is still part of community plan, we can assist, but 
can’t manage. 

 

Affordable Housing 

Community and Renewable Eneragy Scotland grant has been 

confirmed. Funding covers a feasibility and options appraisal for a 

combined heat and power plant for the development. We’ve been 

invited to work with Tarland Development Trust as they are at a 

similar stage in their affordable housing project. 

Stage 2 Scottish Land Fund application will be submitted on 15th 

November with a decision in late January. Funding has been applied 

for from CNPA for Clients agent costs so we can go out to tender after 

Christmas for the build. 

 

Charitable Status 

OG is working on the application and will submit before Christmas. 

TGDT Directors ned to sign and return the declaration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OG to kick off the 

project in December 

 

 

 

 

OG to submit SLF 

Stage 2  

 

 

All to sign and return 

the trustees 

declaration 

 



 

 

Digital Archive 
DN & OG attended a meeting regarding this at the DC. The webpages 
are close to completion, and they are awaiting further legal advice. 
CNPA have produced 17pp of legal advice. MTC have been given a 
deadline of 6th December to complete the website build. The images 
can’t go live until the revised consent forms have been sent out and 
returned. It was noted that the archive is in the  best interest of our 
community. 
     It was suggested that not all images should be available on line 
(being a free service), but have all images available only at the source 
at the DC, this would help bring visitors and donations to the Centre. 
     OG asked if the board are happy to proceed with this based on the 
legal advice? All agreed we should go ahead and see how it goes.  
     DN questioned the on-going running costs for software etc. It was 
suggested to go back to Jackie to get more funding towards the 
archive costs. 

 

Events 
WITP: was a great success, better than last year and more attended 
throughout the day, nigh time was not so good. It was a well-
publicised event. First claim has been submitted and paid. Second 
claim still to do, and waiting for further invoices to come in etc. 

Country Fair: Date set for 7th June 2020 (Sunday) 

Doricula: well attended and unique event. The company that 
produces this, also does outdoor events too. Could they be interested 
in doing something at Blairfindy? DT raised that neighbours would 
need to be contacted regarding this. 

VE Day: Jennifer Stewart to have an event at Glenlivet Hall for this, 
they are getting funding from TGLP. 

 

Participation Project 

RI put together some focussed groups and it was raised that there was 

no Christmas market this year. The trust will host a mini- Christmas 

market at the DC on the same day as Hansel & Gretel puppet 

performance. There will be a few other items lined up on the day, ie. 

Reindeer, mulled wine, minced pies, Christmas carols etc. 

     It was suggested that it would be good to have the Christmas lights 

on by this time. 

     Looking for extension funding as project is ending in March 2020. 

 

Tomintoul Hostel 
OG suggested that we should have a working weekend in Jan at the 
hostel to do some painting etc. DN said we should contact Moray 
Chamber of Commerce to get volunteers possibly or some advice. 
Ideally to do this before the 14th Feb, ideally early January. It’s a 
community asset, and we should get the community to help out. OG 
to contact Tomintoul Distillery for volunteers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OG to circulate a 

date in January for a 

working weekend 



 

AOB DT noted that Tomintoul & Glenlivet Beer Festival have money in the 

bank that they would like to donate to the trust (£1700). 

 

DN – closed the meeting at 7pm 

 

 

DONM 11th December – Board meeting 5-7pm @ The Discovery Centre 

Email reminder to be sent out in advance before the next meeting 
(and the day before). 

 

 


